
Introduction 

● Dostoyevsky went to jail because he said publicly that serfs deserve more rights than given by the czar

● Protagonist- person who is affected most by what takes place in the book

○ Raskolnikov

■ When narrator goes away from Raskolnikov, it has significance

● Point of View- 3rd person limited

Part 1
1. Character Description

a. Rodion Romanovitch Raskolnikov (Rodya, Rodenka, Rodkap)

i. Nihilist

ii. Doesn’t care about social institutions

iii. Introvert

iv. Handsome

v. Dressed raggedly

vi. Used to be a student who gave lessons

vii. Unemployed

viii. Very judgemental

1. Despises the pawnbroker, Alyona Ivanovna, because she is miserly, and he believes

that the world would be better off without her (“utilitarianism”)

b. Alyona Ivanovna

i. Miserly pawnbroker

c. Lizaveta Ivanovna

i. Babyish

ii. Naive

iii. Kind

d. Semyon Zakharovich Marmeladov

i. Chubby, dirty, drunken, red-eyed person

ii. Unemployed

iii. Ran away from his home for 5 days

iv. Exploited his daughter for money

v. Terminal alcoholic

vi. Aware of his predicament and has accepted it

1. Although he is guilty, he can’t stop

vii. His wife is dying of tuberculosis

1. Symptoms

a. Red spots in cheeks

2. Essentially a death sentence amongst the poor

viii. Marmeladov Home:

1. Squalid apartment

2. Tumultuous

3. Mother beats the kids

e. Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladov

i. Beats her husband after his return

ii. Abusive

iii. Deathly ill (tuberculosis)
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f. Arkady Ivanovitch Svidrigaïlov 

i. Ruins Dunya’s reputation (Marfa Petrovna Svidrigailov saves it) 

g. Parallel between Dunya and Sonya 

i. Both sacrificing themselves for their family 

h. Drunk woman in the street 

i. Ambivalence about wanting to save her 

2. Literary Techniques 

a. The Letter 

i. Gives us necessary information concisely 

ii. Raskolnikov’s mother is positive 

iii. Raskolnikov’s mother inadvertently says that Luzhin is cheap and wants to marry someone 

who has experienced poverty so that she is indebted to him 

b. Symbolism 

i. Yellow Ticket 

1. Prostitution 

a. Yellow is tainted 

ii. Horse Dream 

1. Horse, which does nothing good for the world, is like the pawnbroker 

2. Dream- safe place to work out the difficult thoughts in his life 

3. Concepts 

a. The influence of the environment on people 

i. Peaceful serenity of the island is soporific and relaxing for Raskolnikov because he is so 

used to the closeness, busyness, and squalor of the city  

b. Great Man theory 

i. The needs of the many don’t matter if there’s one great man 

c. Differences between the two murders 

i. Murdering Alyona had some internal justification, the murder of Lizaveta was purely selfish 

and unplanned 

ii. More aggressive when murdering Alyona 

iii. Felt anguished after killing Lizaveta, but never felt anything after killing Alyona 

4. Plot 

a. Preparing for the murder of Alyona 

i. Steals an axe from the kitchen and make a noose to contain it 

ii. Makes a tight knot around a cigarette case 

b. Murder blunders 

i. Leaves the door open 

c. Vivid description of the murder of Alyona Ivanovna 

i. Shows what it looked like through Raskolnikov’s eyes 

ii. Gives light to why Raskolnikov feels ill later 

d. The murder of Lizaveta 

e. Escape 

i. People knock on the door and grow suspicious that the pawnbroker won’t answer as the 

door is locked from the inside 

ii. Manages to hide in a room and sneak downstairs 

f. Hides the stolen items under a rock 
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Part 2 

 

1. Character Description 

a. Rodion Romanovitch Raskolnikov (Rodya, Rodenka, Rodkap) 

i. He’s mercurial- quickly changes between good and bad internal states 

ii. Has a fever, delusions, manic search for blood 

b. Nastasya Petrovna (Nastenka, Nastia, Nastasyushka) 

i. Patient, kind, tolerant, caring 

ii. Despite Raskolnikov’s attempts to get her to leave, she continually returns to bring him 

soup and tea 

c. Dmitri Prokovitch Razumikhin (Mitia, Mitry, Mitka) 

i. A poor student like Raskolnikov 

ii. Raskolnikov’s only friend from university 

iii. Patience and care for Raskolnikov 

1. Feeds him soup 

2. Raskolnikov doesn’t reciprocate the favors 

iv. Foil to Raskolnikov 

1. Foil- a person or thing that contrasts with and so emphasizes and enhances the 

qualities of another 

v. Along with Raskolnikov, he would translate from German to Russian as a living 

d. Peter Petrovitch Luzhin 

i. Well-dressed  

ii. Lavender gloves 

e. Avdotia Romanovna Raskolnikov (Dunya, Dunechka) 

f. Zossimov  

2. Literary Techniques 

a. Symbolism 

i. Blood on Raskolnikov’s sock and trouser bottoms (which he cuts away) 

1. He’s trying to separate himself from the murder 

2. He can’t just clean it off, he has to literally cut it off 

ii. Square yard of space 

1. No matter how unbearable life is, Raskolnikov would rather stay in that square 

yard of space than die 

3. Concepts 

4. Plot 

a. Nastasya gives Raskolnikov soup and gives him a police summons 

i. He’s terrified that he’s been caught, and thinks of confessing, thinking everything will be ok 

if he does 

b. Whole story behind the IOU 

i. Daughter of landlord was promised to Raskolnikov, but she died of typhus, so he agrees to 

pay the landlady 150 rubles rent. The landlord gave the IOU to someone else as payment 

for something, and that guy is the one who told the police about it.  

c. Raskolnikov hears about the painters and the men from the flat 

i. The painters were out of the room for a short period of time  

ii. Both of the other men were released 

d. Raskolnikov faints, showing his illness 
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e. Raskolnikov Takes all the stolen stuff out of the wall where he had hid it and contemplated 

throwing it in the river before burying it under a rock in an alley 

f. Raskolnikov goes to see Razumikhin and takes sheets to translate but then gives them back 

g. Raskolnikov looks at a cathedral and it leaves him lifeless and empty - place of confession 

i. In this scene we learn that Raskolnikov doesn’t feel Hakadosh Baruch Hu in his life 

1. He feels cold in front of the cathedral 

h. Raskolnikov has a nightmare that his landlady is being beaten up 

i. See more blood 

i. Raskolnikov gets very sick that he didn’t get out of his bed for 4 days and is in delirium 

i. In and out of consciousness 

ii. Has been speaking about everything that is emblematic of the murder and blood i.e. the 

sock and the trousers  

j. Raskolnikov is sent 35 roubles from his mother 

i. She doesn’t have much money to spare 

ii. He doesn’t deserve it 

1. He squanders it and gives futile charity 

k. Razumikhin buys Raskolnikov clothing 

l. Razumikhin  feeds Raskolnikov soup 

i. Shows how caring Razumikhin is for Raskolnikov 

1. Not reciprocated 

ii. Shows that they must’ve been actual friends at some point  

m. Zossimov comes to check on R 

n. Nikolai (Nikolai) is being held for crime 

i. Have circumstantial evidence of him finding some of the pawn items then selling them 

o. Luzhin comes and Raskolnikov is put off 

i. Even Razumikhin doesn’t like him 

ii. Talks about trickle-down economics 

1. It makes him look like a snob who just got information and spit it out 

iii. Razumikhin denies saying that he wants to marry someone poor so that she’ll be indebted  

iv. Raskolnikov insults him and kicks him out 

p. Raskolnikov gives money away to poor people 

q. Raskolnikov meets Zamyotov in the Crystal Palace 

i. The Palace was a symbol of rational, scientific thought: a window onto a world of materials 

collected from all corners of the British Empire. Here, Dostoevsky ironically joins this image 

of rationality to the degraded, sooty environment of a Russian tavern. 

ii. References the idea of new things coming 

r. Raskolnikov nearly admits to Zamyotov that he killed the woman “What if it were I?” 

i. Zamyotov says he doesn’t believe it 

1. Zamyotov thinks he’s mentally ill 

s. Raskolnikov sees a woman commit suicide by jumping off a bridge 

i. Square yard of space (see symbolism) 

t. Raskolnikov sees Marmeladov run over and reacts like a regular human being 

i. Brings the body to the house 

ii. Polenka (one of the kids) is taking her brother’s shirt to wash it (i.e one shirt) 

1. Showing us the effects of poverty 

iii. Katerina seems to be in control of the situation 

iv. Doctor can’t do anything 
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v. Marmeladov couldn’t muster a confession 

 

Part 3 

1. Character Description 

a. Dunya 

i. Very beautiful 

ii. Confident in her convictions 

1. Marriage isn’t purely a sacrifice 

a. For security and better standards of living 

b. Pulcheria 

i. Worrisome 

1. Wants to make a good marriage 

2. Wants Raskolnikov to go back to school 

3. Worried about where she’ll live after the marriage because of her lack of money 

c. Marfa Petrovna 

i. Dies 

ii. Gives Dunya a watch 

d. Razumikhin 

i. Says that Raskolnikov is two-sided: he can be kind but can also be moody 

ii. Sees Dunya and immediately shows his affection, both physically (holding her hand and 

kissing her finger) and verbally (drunk) 

1. Feels like an idiot the next morning because he likes her and doesn’t want her to 

think he’s crazy 

e. Luzhin 

i. Doesn’t want to see Raskolnikov anymore 

1. Says that he gave away money away to Sonya to “cover the funeral” 

f. Svidrigailov 

i. Older 

ii. Attractive 

iii. Changes a lot in the novel 

iv. Important character 

g. Dunya 

i. Very polite 

2. Literary Techniques 

a. Symbolism 

i. Marmeladov’s blood on Raskolnikov’s clothes 

3. Concepts 

4. Plot 

 

Part 4 

1. Character Description 

a. Svidrigailov 

i. Rumors that he killed his wife 

ii. Married Marfa because she paid off his debts 

iii. Only beat his wife twice 

iv. His wife haunts him 
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v. Wants Dunya (doesn’t say it straight up) 

vi. Wants to give Dunya 10,000 Roubles and Martha gave 3,000 in her will 

b. Marfa Petrovna 

i. Died from stroke 

2. Literary Techniques 

3. Concepts 

a. Suffering and Sacrifice 

i. Sonya 

1. Prostitutes herself 

ii. Dunya 

1. Willing to marry Luzhin for sake of her family 

4. Plot 

a. Svidrigailov tells Raskolnikov his life story 

b. The Showdown 

i. Dunya wants Luzhin and Raskolnikov to get along 

ii. Luzhin feels disrespected that they brought Raskolnikov 

iii. Raskolnikov mentions how Svidrigailov wants to see Dunya 

iv. Raskolnikov mentions how Luzhin twists the truth with regard to Raskolnikov having given 

money to Marmeladov’s family (he mentioned the prostitute daughter instead of the wife) 

v. They kick out Luzhin 

1. He’s not done; if he shows them what Raskolnikov really is, he feels that he’ll win 

them back. 

c. Raskolnikov goes to Sonya 

i. Wants to confess murder of Lizaveta 

ii. Gets her to tell him the story of Lazarus  

1. Symbolic of Sonya’s story 

a. She’s resurrected when praying for forgiveness 

iii. Svidrigailov hears everything and realizes that Raskolnikov is the murderer 

d. Porfiry conceives a plan involving the tradesman who accused Raskolnikov of being a murderer 

i. Painter Nikolai confesses to the crime 

e. Tradesman who accused Raskolnikov of being a murderer apologizes 

Part 5 

1. Character Description 

a. Lebeziatnikov 

i. Liberal; socialist a.k.a. Scum of the earth 

1. Women are equal to men 

2. Communes 

3. Luzhin disregards Lebeziatnikov’s theories as inferior 

b. Katerina Ivanovna 

i. Deathly ill 

ii. Coughing up blood 

iii. Died 

c. Porfiry Petrovitch 

i. Says that Raskolnikov is either going to commit suicide or confess 

d. Sonya 

i. Willing to follow Raskolnikov to Siberia 
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ii. She doesn’t harbor ill feelings for killing her friend because she relates to his plight, also 

she loves him 

iii. “I’m taking the cross up with you” 

1. They’ll both be suffering 

e. Raskolnikov 

i. “I murdered myself not her” 

1. He killed all good in himself 

2. Literary Techniques 

a. Symbols 

i. The cross 

1. Sacrifice 

2. Suffering 

3. Concepts 

4. Plot 

Part 6 

1. Character Description 

a. Raskolnikov 

i. Worried about Svidrigailov 

ii. Tells Dunya he’s a murderer 

1. Still justifies the murders 

iii. Goes to police station but hesitates because he hears that Svidrigailov committed suicide 

so he can get away with it 

iv. He walks back out, sees Sonya, goes back in, and confesses 

b. Svidrigailov 

i. Going to use the information he knows to marry Dunya 

ii. Says he won't tell the police if she marries him and will even pay for him to go to America 

iii. He thinks that Dunya would speak to him because she’s into him, really she was just trying 

to help him 

iv. Dunya shoots him and grazes him temple 

v. Svidrigailov grabs her and when he realizes she’ll never love him he lets her go and 

commits suicide 

c. Porfiry Petrovitch 

i. Meets with Raskolnikov the 3rd time at Raskolnikov’s house (first time was at Porfiry’s 

house, second time was at the police station) 

ii. Already knows that Raskolnikov is the murderer 

iii. Explains what a guilty man would undergo (exactly what Raskolnikov is going through) 

1. Confident that Raskolnikov will confess 

iv. By the third meeting Porfiry is very upfront with Raskolnikov and suggests him to confess 

and he’ll pretend that nothing happen so that Raskolnikov will get a lighter sentence 

1. Pities Raskolnikov 

2. Doesn’t believe Raskolnikov is an intrinsic murderer 

2. Symbols 

a. Bridges 

i. Symbol for crossing a threshold (liminal moment) which is what the Russian word for crime 

means 

The Epilogue 

3. Character Description 
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4. Literary Techniques 

a. Time in the book is a daily progression, in the Epilogue it’s very sped up (18 months after the 

murder). Rest of the book is in St. Petersburg (small), this is in Siberia (vast space) 

i.  

b. Symbols 

i. Starts in winter, ends in spring 

1. Winter- cold; dark; death 

2. Spring- renewal; rebirth; life 

ii. Easter 

1. Resurrection  

5. Concepts 

6. Plot 

a. Starts in the cold and ends up when it’s spring in Easter 

i. Easter is resurrection 

Summary 

1. Study Guide 

a. Name of book, author, and year written 

i. Crime and Punishment, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, 1864 

b. Book Structure 

i. 5/6 Parts separated into chapters and an Epilogue 

c. Setting 

i. 1864 St. Petersburg and its surrounding locations, i.e. Haymarket 

1. Rich and poor  

ii. Time of ideas and philosophies 

iii. St. Petersburg is between feudal Russia and enlightened Europe 

iv. Microcosm- Raskolnikov’s apartment 

v. Macrocosm- St. Petersburg 

d.  Point of View 

i. 3rd person limited, mostly to Raskolnikov’s mind, and a few times to others 

e. Symbols 

i. Haymarket 

1. The Haymarket recurs throughout the novel. A seedy part of St. Petersburg, it is 

filled with taverns and vendors of cheap wares, and serves as a gathering-place for 

prostitutes, gamblers, and criminals. Raskolnikov often finds himself in the 

Haymarket, especially when he sets out walking with no given destination in mind. 

Sonya works in this area as a prostitute, and many of Raskolnikov’s chance 

encounters take place here. It is near the Haymarket that he overhears Lizaveta 

telling two vendors when she will be out of the old woman’s apartment; it is also 

near the Haymarket that Raskolnikov spots Svidrigailov, much later, in a tavern, 

only to realize that Svidrigailov told him two days earlier to meet in exactly that 

spot. In this sense the Haymarket represents a location of “eternal return”: a place 

where Raskolnikov seems fated to go, and where important events inevitably 

happen. The disorder and criminality of the Haymarket are an external 

representation of the chaos and madness overtaking Raskolnikov’s mind. 

ii. Alienation from Society 

1. At first, Raskolnikov’s pride separates him from society. He sees himself as superior 

to all other people and so cannot relate to anyone. Within his personal philosophy, 
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he sees other people as tools and uses them for his own ends. After committing 

the murders, his isolation grows because of his intense guilt and the half-delirium 

into which his guilt throws him. Over and over again, Raskolnikov pushes away the 

people who are trying to help him, including Sonya, Dunya, Pulcheria 

Alexandrovna, Razumikhin, and even Porfiry Petrovich, and then suffers the 

consequences. In the end, he finds the total alienation that he has brought upon 

himself intolerable. Only in the Epilogue, when he finally realizes that he loves 

Sonya, does Raskolnikov break through the wall of pride and self-centeredness that 

has separated him from society. 

iii. The City 

1. The city of St. Petersburg as represented in Dostoevsky’s novel is dirty and 

crowded. Drunks are sprawled on the street in broad daylight, consumptive 

women beat their children and beg for money, and everyone is crowded into tiny, 

noisy apartments. The clutter and chaos of St. Petersburg is a twofold symbol. It 

represents the state of society, with all of its inequalities, prejudices, and deficits. 

But it also represents Raskolnikov’s delirious, agitated state as he spirals through 

the novel toward the point of his confession and redemption. He can escape 

neither the city nor his warped mind. From the very beginning, the narrator 

describes the heat and “the odor” coming off the city, the crowds, and the 

disorder, and says they “all contributed to irritate the young man’s already excited 

nerves.” Indeed, it is only when Raskolnikov is forcefully removed from the city to a 

prison in a small town in Siberia that he is able to regain compassion and balance. 

iv. Yellow 

1. Applications 

a. Prostitution license (yellow card) 

i. It is here that Dostoevsky expands his use of yellow to describe not 

only items relating to physical degeneracy, but also items that 

denote degeneracy of a moral or sexual sense.  

b. Raskolnikov’s room 

c. Part one, chapter one features a very specific description of Alyona 

Ivanovna: an old, withered pawnbroker. Dostoevsky describes the fur coat 

worn by Ivanovna as “yellow with age.” In this regard, Dostoevsky 

characterizes a woman suffering, whom “coughed and groaned at every 

instant.” Dostoevsky uses the color yellow not only to describe Ivanovna 

herself, but also her surrounding environment. An old room is described as 

having “yellow paper on the walls,” old furniture is characterized as having 

“yellow wood,” and half-penny prints are held in “yellow frames.” Ivanovna 

and the three environmental objects described above are not only similar 

in age, but also in hue. 

d. is also shown in the third chapter of part one, in which Raskolnikov wakes 

up from a restless sleep in a poverty-stricken apartment with “dusty 

yellow” tattered wallpaper. In this example both Raskolnikov’s bodily and 

environmental states exist in a condition of frailty, as he is “bilious, 

irritable, [and] ill-tempered” in a room he looked upon “with hatred.” 

e. Additionally, Raskolnikov is given stale tea from an ancient, decaying 

teapot with “two yellow lumps of sugar by the side of it.” Further in the 

narrative, when Raskolnikov is in a state of depression after reading the 
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information provided in a letter from his mother, Dostoevsky once again 

reminds us of the room’s yellow hue. This description is significant, as it 

would be incredibly superfluous were it not for the evident intent by 

Dostoevsky to link the color yellow to depression and decay. 

f. Svidrigailov’s room toward the end of the book 

i. Faded and torn yellow 

g. Marmeladov’s face is yellow from drinking 

2. Meaning 

a. Supposed to be hope/flowers in the spring - but in the book it’s not 

v. Blood and gore 

1. Applications 

a. Streaming on ground 

b. On a handkerchief 

c. Stain clothes 

2. Meaning 

vi. Dreams 

vii. Lazarus 

1. A Biblical character from the Gospel of John, Lazarus is a man dead for four days 

and placed in a tomb. When Jesus arrives in town and is told of Lazarus’ death, he 

asks God for the ability to raise Lazarus in order to demonstrate his (and God’s) 

power, and to convince those in the surrounding area that he is indeed the 

Messiah. Raskolnikov asks Sonya to read this passage to him from her New 

Testament, and Porfiry asks whether Raskolnikov believes in God, and whether, 

specifically, he believes in the truth of the Lazarus story. Lazarus’s return from the 

dead echoes Raskolnikov’s own “living death”—the madness that closes in on him 

following the murder, which eventually causes his confession and eight-year 

sentence in a prison camp. It is there that Raskolnikov uncovers Sonya’s same copy 

of the New Testament. And like a man raised from the dead, he becomes truly 

penitent, realizing that his remaining years in the camp are not so long, and that he 

will be sustained by the power of Sonya’s love and “reborn” into a new life. 

viii. Crosses 

1. The cross that Sonya gives to Raskolnikov before he goes to the police station to 

confess is an important symbol of redemption for him. Throughout Christendom, 

of course, the cross symbolizes Jesus’ self-sacrifice for the sins of humanity. 

Raskolnikov denies any feeling of sin or devoutness even after he receives the 

cross; the cross symbolizes not that he has achieved redemption or even 

understood what Sonya believes religion can offer him, but that he has begun on 

the path toward recognition of the sins that he has committed. That Sonya is the 

one who gives him the cross has special significance: she gives of herself to bring 

him back to humanity, and her love and concern for him, like that of Jesus, 

according to Christianity, will ultimately save and renew him. 

ix. Bridges 

x. Easter 

xi. The Supernatural 

1. Uses 

a. Ghosts 

xii. Money 
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xiii. Clothing 

xiv. Letters 

xv. Minor Characters 

1. Lebezyatnikov 

a. Socialism 

2. Marmeladov’s Children 

3. Nikolai 

a. Guilt-ridden person 

4. Lizaveta 

a. Exploitation of innocence and naivety  

f. Subjects 

i. Poverty 

ii. Psychology 

iii. Guilt 

iv. Criminality 

v. Religion 

vi. Suffering 

vii. Rationalization 

viii. Family 

ix. Death 

x. Redemption 

xi. Liminality 

xii. Madness 

xiii. Indecisiveness 

xiv. Sexuality 

xv. Resurrection 

xvi. Sacrifice 

xvii. Vindication 

xviii. Victimization 

xix. Freedom 

g. Theme 

i. Religion 

1. No matter what one has done, religion offers the hope of regeneration. 

ii. Alienation from Society 

1. Alienation is the primary theme of Crime and Punishment. At first, Raskolnikov’s 

pride separates him from society. He sees himself as superior to all other people 

and so cannot relate to anyone. Within his personal philosophy, he sees other 

people as tools and uses them for his own ends. After committing the murders, his 

isolation grows because of his intense guilt and the half-delirium into which his 

guilt throws him. Over and over again, Raskolnikov pushes away the people who 

are trying to help him, including Sonya, Dunya, Pulcheria Alexandrovna, 

Razumikhin, and even Porfiry Petrovich, and then suffers the consequences. In the 

end, he finds the total alienation that he has brought upon himself intolerable. 

Only in the Epilogue, when he finally realizes that he loves Sonya, does Raskolnikov 

break through the wall of pride and self-centeredness that has separated him from 

society. 

iii. The Psychology of Crime and Punishment 
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1. The manner in which the novel addresses crime and punishment is not exactly 

what one would expect. The crime is committed in Part I and the punishment 

comes hundreds of pages later, in the Epilogue. The real focus of the novel is not 

on those two endpoints but on what lies between them—an in-depth exploration 

of the psychology of a criminal. The inner world of Raskolnikov, with all of its 

doubts, deliria, second-guessing, fear, and despair, is the heart of the story. 

Dostoevsky concerns himself not with the actual repercussions of the murder but 

with the way the murder forces Raskolnikov to deal with tormenting guilt. Indeed, 

by focusing so little on Raskolnikov’s imprisonment, Dostoevsky seems to suggest 

that actual punishment is much less terrible than the stress and anxiety of trying to 

avoid punishment. Porfiry Petrovich emphasizes the psychological angle of the 

novel, as he shrewdly realizes that Raskolnikov is the killer and makes several 

speeches in which he details the workings of Raskolnikov’s mind after the killing. 

Because he understands that a guilt-ridden criminal must necessarily experience 

mental torture, he is certain that Raskolnikov will eventually confess or go mad. 

The expert mind games that he plays with Raskolnikov strengthen the sense that 

the novel’s outcome is inevitable because of the nature of the human psyche. 

iv. The Idea of the Superman 

1. At the beginning of the novel, Raskolnikov sees himself as a “superman,” a person 

who is extraordinary and thus above the moral rules that govern the rest of 

humanity. His vaunted estimation of himself compels him to separate himself from 

society. His murder of the pawnbroker is, in part, a consequence of his belief that 

he is above the law and an attempt to establish the truth of his superiority. 

Raskolnikov’s inability to quell his subsequent feelings of guilt, however, proves to 

him that he is not a “superman.” Although he realizes his failure to live up to what 

he has envisioned for himself, he is nevertheless unwilling to accept the total 

deconstruction of this identity. He continues to resist the idea that he is as 

mediocre as the rest of humanity by maintaining to himself that the murder was 

justified. It is only in his final surrender to his love for Sonya, and his realization of 

the joys in such surrender, that he can finally escape his conception of himself as a 

superman and the terrible isolation such a belief brought upon him. 

v. Nihilism 

1. Nihilism was a philosophical position developed in Russia in the 1850s and 1860s, 

known for “negating more,” in the words of Lebezyatnikov. It rejected family and 

societal bonds and emotional and aesthetic concerns in favor of a strict 

materialism, or the idea that there is no “mind” or “soul” outside of the physical 

world. Linked to nihilism is utilitarianism, or the idea that moral decisions should 

be based on the rule of the greatest happiness for the largest number of people. 

Raskolnikov originally justifies the murder of Alyona on utilitarian grounds, claiming 

that a “louse” has been removed from society. Whether or not the murder is 

actually a utilitarian act, Raskolnikov is certainly a nihilist; completely 

unsentimental for most of the novel, he cares nothing about the emotions of 

others. Similarly, he utterly disregards social conventions that run counter to the 

austere interactions that he desires with the world. However, at the end of the 

novel, as Raskolnikov discovers love, he throws off his nihilism. Through this action, 

the novel condemns nihilism as empty. 

vi. Journey 
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1. His cramped room → vast Siberia 

h. Motifs 

i. Poverty 

1. Poverty is ubiquitous in the St. Petersburg of Dostoevsky’s novel. Almost every 

character in the novel—except Luzhin, Svidrigailov, and the police officials—is 

desperately poor, including the Marmeladovs, the Raskolnikovs, Razumikhin, and 

various lesser characters. While poverty inherently forces families to bond 

together, Raskolnikov often attempts to distance himself from Pulcheria 

Alexandrovna and Dunya. He scolds his sister when he thinks that she is marrying 

to help him out financially; he also rejects Razumikhin’s offer of a job. Dostoevsky’s 

descriptions of poverty allow him to address important social issues and to create 

rich, problematic situations in which the only way to survive is through 

self-sacrifice. As a result, poverty enables characters such as Sonya and Dunya to 

demonstrate their strength and compassion. 
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Things to Know about Names 

● The middle name goes after the father’s first name  

● Male middle names end in “-ovich”  

● Female middle names end in “-ovna”  

 
Basic Character List (Part 1) 

1. Raskolnikov Family 
a. Rodion Romanovitch Raskolnikov (Rodya, 

Rodenka, Rodkap) 
i. The protagonist, student, murderer 

b. Avdotya Romanovna Raskolnikov (Dunya, 
Dunechka) 

i. Rodya’s sister 
ii. Names means “life” 

iii. Loves him so much that she agrees to 
marry Luzhin for his sake 

iv. Extremely kind 
c. Pulcheria Alexandrovna Raskolnikov 

i. Rodya and Dunya’s mother 
ii. Willing to sacrifice her daughter for her 

first-born son 
2. Marmeladov Family 

a. Semyon Zakharovich Marmeladov 
i. Drunken mess at the bar 

ii. Former civil service worker 
b. Sofya Semyonovna Marmeladov (Sonya, 

Sonechka) 
i. Daughter of Semyon 

ii. Name means “wisdom” 
iii. Forced into prostitution to support her 

family (“Yellow card”) 
c. Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladov 

i. Semyon’s wife, Sonya’s step-mother 
ii. Abusive and crazy 

iii. Proud woman of noble background 
d. Sonya’s half-siblings 

i. Polenka (Polina, Polia, Polechka) 
ii. Lidochka (Lyona) 

iii. Kolya (Kolka) 
3. Ivanovna Family 

a. Alyona Ivanovna 
i. Evil money-lender who gets murdered 

b. Lizaveta Ivanovna 
i. Kind half-sister of Alyona 

ii. Naïve 
iii. Gets murdered for being in wrong 

place at wrong time 
4. Svidrigailov Family 

a. Arkady Ivanovitch Svidrigaïlov 
i. Former employer of Dunya who 

wanted to marry her 
b. Marfa Petrovna Svidrigailov 

i. Arkady’s wife 
ii. Slander’s Dunya assuming she pursued 

her husband but apologized when she 
realized the truth 

5. Misc. 
a. Dmitri Prokovitch Razumikhin (Mitia, Mitry, 

Mitka) 
i. Raskolnikov’s only friend from 

university 
b. Peter Petrovitch Luzhin 

i. Relative of Marfa Petrovna 
ii. A rich lawyer/official 

iii. Wants to marry Dunya so that she is 
indebted to him 

c. Praskovya Pavlovna Zarnitsyn (Pashenka) 
i. Raskolnikov’s landlady 

d. Nastasia Petrovna (Nastenka, Nastia, 
Nastasyushka) 

i. Praskovya Pavlovna’s maid 
ii. Compassionate 

e. Koch 
i. Goes to Alyona Ivanovna’s apartment 

after the murder 
ii. Almost catches Raskolnikov 

f. Milkolka 
i. Kills the horse in the dream 

g. Zossimov  
i. Doctor 

h. Nikolai 
i. Painter who confesses to the crime 

i. Alexander Grigorievich Zamyotov 
i. Police officer who is suspicious of 

Raskolnikov 
 

Crime and Punishment Part 3: Chapters 4-6 Questions 

1. What is the consequence of Sofia’s visit to Raskolnikov’s room on how we perceive 
each character? How is this scene written? 

a. We see the manners of Dunya that she bowed to a prostitute, but also that his mom is 

terrified that her son will marry a prostitute 

2. What is the effect of “a certain man” description? Who is this man and why does 
Dostoevsky write him this way? 

a. To create suspense –– Svidrigailov. 

3. Why does Raskolnikov go to Porfiry’s home? How does his mood change while there? 

a. He wants his pawned items. Porfiry is very suspicious because Raskolnikov is by far the last 

person to come get his pawned items, the article where R says that certain people can kill, 

and his mood changes from one of lightheartedness to one of nervousness. Also he was 

one of the last people to see her. 

4.  How does Dostoevsky write Porfiry as he questions Raskolnikov? What techniques 
are used? 

a. Porfiry 
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i. Good Cop and  Bad Cop 

1. Very welcoming 

2. Reverse psychology and manipulation used to trick Raskolnikov 

5. What is the great man theory? How does Raskolnikov say he sees himself in this? 

a. It’s the belief that certain people are superior than others and are therefore able to violate 

the laws of society because that which they possess which is superior is more important 

than other people’s lives. 

b. Raskolnikov wants to believe he is a “great man” but deep inside doesn’t truly believe so.  

6. What do you make of the artisan (worker) who calls Raskolnikov a “murderer?” 

a. It makes Raskolnikov scared that someone knows the truth 

7. What does Raskolnikov think about the two women he murdered? How do his 
thoughts relate to the dream he has about the crime? 

a. The message of the dream is that what you (Raskolnikov) tried to do isn’t succeeding (i.e. 

you can't move past it). 
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